New Endoscopic Saphenous Vein Harvesting Device (ESVH)
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Introduction

The EndoPerfect system is indicated for minimally invasive surgery and for the removal of blood vessels via video-assisted endoscopic technique. In particular, it is indicated for the removal of the Saphenous Vein (SV) and subsequently used for aorta-coronary bypass, for the removal of the radial artery or for bypass operations of peripheral blood vessels. This type of Endoscopic Saphenous Vein Harvester (EVH) has been utilized for more than 20 years in varying different models, gaining a great deal of experience worldwide [1-4]. As we start removing the Saphenous Vein with the "no touch" fundamental, using the Endoscopic technique, we are seeing a great potential of this device for performance and much more advantageous than the competing devices in today’s market. The EndoPerfect has a different tunneling approach into the leg, offering better control and mobility inside the working channel without the need of using CO2 [5-6].

Device Description

The system consists of three 3 independent instrument tools and the capability to maneuver all of them with versatility and instrument, suitable for multiple leg approaches. Once the tunnel and dissection is performed, this device is retrieved from the leg and replaced by the Spacer/Dissector (Figure 1).

Spacer/Dissector: Instrument placed into the already dissected vessel and will control the tunnel and position of the SV, providing bedding and resting area for the SV conduit. This larger device will be used as the main spacer and channel exposor, with the possibility to have a larger view and space to retrieve the SV as well to evacuate the smoke left by cutting and cauterizing the SV side branches (Figure 2).

Manipulator: Instrument mounted independently on top of the Spacer/Dissector from above, offering the freedom to manipulate the SV harvesting and brunch cutting.

Tunneling/Dissector: Initial instrument used to tunnel the leg, creating the channel to begin exposing the SV and for dissecting the vein. An optic (Laparoscope, 30cm, 30° angle) will be needed to illuminate and see the wound/channel area. A very friendly instrument, suitable for multiple leg approaches. Once the tunnel and dissection is performed, this device is retrieved from the leg and replaced by the Spacer/Dissector (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Initial instrument used to tunnel the leg, creating the channel to begin exposing the SV and for dissecting the vein.

Figure 2: Instrument placed into the already dissected vessel and will control the tunnel and position of the SV, providing bedding and resting area for the SV conduit.

Figure 3: Instrument mounted independently on top of the Spacer/Dissector from above, offering the freedom to manipulate the SV harvesting and brunch cutting.
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A bipolar scissor with standard RF energy or Harmonic energy can be used as coagulation and cutting device (Figure 3).

**Conclusion**

After using the EVH Endoperfect we found this system friendly and efficient, particularly when taking the complete SV, using the “no touch SV Harvesting” technique. [6], considering the EVH an optimum device to act in accordance with the “no touch SV Harvesting Technique”.

The overall advantage of this device:

a) The distal end tip from where the SV will be guided and handled is wider which then provides for a better opening when retrieving enough surrounding fat.

b) No need for the use CO₂.

Although this device have been used in more then 200 cases, more experience is needed to validate these observations, as well to determinate the efficiency of the SV as “no touch surgical harvesting”.
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